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Abstract: A Hybrid electric vehicle is a vehicle which depends on batteries as well as on an 
inward burning motor which drives a generator to give the power and may likewise drive a 
wheel. It has incredible preferences over the recently utilized fuel motor that drives the 
power from gas as it were. It is a noteworthy wellspring of air contamination. The goal is to 
structure and manufacture a bike mixture electric vehicle controlled by both battery and 
gas (PETROL). The blend of both the power makes the vehicle dynamic in nature over 
ordinary cars. Half and half electric vehicles join an electric engine, battery and power 
framework with an inner ignition motor to accomplish better mileage and decrease lethal 
outflows. Hardware and their cost investigation are finished. It manages the creation of the 
vehicle. The last stage would comprise of expanding the productivity of the vehicle in 
monetary ways. 

Index Terms: Hybrid Scooter, Electric Vehicle, Battery and Gasoline. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Around 93% of today’s vehicles keep running on oil based item, which are assessed to be 
drained by 2050. In addition, current cars use just 25% of the vitality discharged from oil and 
rest is squandered into the air. For conservation of fuel for future and expanding the 
proficiency of vehicle an electric vehicle can be a noteworthy leap forward. An electric 
vehicle is without contamination and is effective at low speed conditions principally in high 
rush hour gridlock regions[1]. However, battery charging is tedious. Fuel motor demonstrates 
its proficiency at higher speeds in high ways and waste a great deal of vitality in urban zones. 
A half breed vehicle takes care of these issues by joining the benefits of both the frameworks 
and utilizations both the power sources at their effective conditions[2]–[4].  

The target of this undertaking goes for better usage of fuel vitality and lessens reliance on 
non-sustainable assets utilizing most recent innovation. The usage includes improvement of 
HEV that utilizations battery just as fuel control for drive of vehicle. A 'gas electric mixture 
vehicle' is a car which depends on gas as well as on electric power source. In HEV, the 
battery alone gives capacity to low-speed driving conditions[5]. During long parkways or 
slope climbing, the gas motor drives the vehicle exclusively. Half and half electric vehicles 
include an electric engine, inverter, battery as electric drive and an inside ignition motor with 
transmission associated as gas based drive. It has incredible focal points over the recently 
utilized gas motor that is driven exclusively from gas. This crossover mix makes the vehicle 
dynamic in nature and gives its proprietor a superior mileage and lesser ecological effect over 
customary car[6]–[8]. 
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1) Tyre 

2) Hub Motor 

3) Suspension 

4) Headlamp 

5) Body Cover 

6) Display 

7) Microcontroller 

8) Hub Motor Controller 

9) Seat 

10) Engine 

11) Front Battery 

12) Fuel Tank 

13) Chassis 

14) RearTyre 

15) Transmission 

16) Rear Battery 

The vehicle at lower speed go about as front wheel drive and at rapid gets changed to back 
wheel drive consequently. Part 1 in Fig 7 demonstrates the connection of tire with the center 
point engine (2)[9]. There is no requirement for any apparatus decrease since the torque 
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created is adequate enough to drive the vehicle. The axel of the engine is associated with the 
suspension (3). Suspension is associated with the handle which is associated with the primary 
frame. Frill, for example, headlamp (4), show (6) are incorporated as client help. A 
microcontroller (7) fuelled up from battery, plays out the changing from electric to inner 
ignition or the other way around according to the necessity[10]–[16]. It detects throttle 
position and controls the center point engine speed by means of controller circuit and the IC 
Engine through servo engine to control speed of back wheel.  

Because of space requirements, two batteries (16) are set in front and two are set close to the 
fuel tank. Motor (10) is associated with the fundamental frame and seat (9) is arranged over 
the motor. CVT is associated with the wrench shaft of the motor to keep away from any stuns 
while exchanging and it makes the controlling more straightforward and simpler. In HEV, the 
battery alone gives capacity to low-speed driving conditions where interior burning motors 
are least effective. In quickening, passing, or slope climbing where high power is required 
battery gives capacity to electric engine as an extra capacity to help the motor.  

This permits a littler, increasingly productive motor to be utilized. A throttle position sensor 
(TPS) is a sensor used to screen the situation of the throttle in an inner burning motor. It 
comprises of a corridor sensor. At the point when the quickening agent throttle edge changes 
attractive field is made and it makes voltage crosswise over position sensor terminal. In this 
manner for different edges, different voltages are acquired.  

HEV comprises of a throttle position sensor, i.e, corridor sensor. It gives voltage as yield as 
for the edge uprooting in the quickening agent. The simple voltage produced is changed over 
to computerized through ADC and is given to microcontroller. In the event that the speed 
comparing to the point deviation in quickening agent is under 30km/hr then the hand-off is 
exchanged on. The transfer exchanging finishes the circuit of the battery, inverter and center 
point engine; and vehicle is motioned by electric power. On the off chance that the speed 
coordinated by quickening agent is more prominent than 30km/hr, at that point the motor is 
turned over by shutting the circuit of turning over engine through a transfer. The turning over 
engine circuit is enacted for 500 milliseconds with the end goal that the vehicle is begun. 
When the vehicle begins the valve of motor for gas admission opens by servo engine. The 
measure of opening is constrained by the PWM produced by the microcontroller as 
coordinated by the quickening agent[17]. 
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